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COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC PLANNING AND BUDGET
Arnold Kahn, PhD, Chair

MINUTES
Meeting of June 5, 2003

PRESENT:  A. Kahn (Chair), J. Kane (Vice Chair), D. Bainton, L. Bero, M. Engler, D. Gardner,
S. Glantz, W. Gold, H. Goodis, D. Greenspan, S. Janson, N. Oppenheimer, J. Showstack, B.
Spaulding, L. Zegans

ABSENT: S. Barclay, R. Price

GUESTS:  P. Robertson, School of Medicine Faculty Council Chair; E. Vermillion, Assistant
Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance

The Committee on Academic Planning and Budget was called to order by Chair Kahn on June 5, 2003 at
2:05 PM in S-30. A quorum was present.

Approval of Minutes

The Committee agreed that the minutes of the May 1, 2003 meeting would be circulated for approval by
e-mail.

Chair’s Report

APB received a communication from the UCSF Library Committee which advised of a resolution to
support a minor reduction of Library operating hours.  See Attachment 1.  APB agreed generally to
support the Library Committee’s decision and will encourage the Library Committee to keep APB
informed if there are any further changes in library hours, budget or other functions.

APB received a communication from the Committee on Equal Opportunity requesting financial support
for programs to reduce sexual harassment and to promote informal dispute resolution at UCSF.  See
Attachment 2.  D. Bainton advised that there was a proposed 10% cut to the budget of the UCSF Work-
Life Resource Center, which would be accomplished by using the START program.  APB agreed that
these programs were valuable to the campus as a whole and should be preserved.

Discussion of APB Budget Review Process

The Committee discussed the process for submitting its budget recommendations to the Chancellor.
Last year, the Deans and the Chancellor approved a plan which created a mechanism for APB and the
Faculty Councils to have substantial input into the budget and planning process.  See Attachment 3.  In
response, APB received summary strategic plans from the Schools, and a document from the
Chancellor’s Executive Budget Committee (EBC) regarding the allocation of discretionary funds and the
return of indirect costs which APB reviewed in order to formulate specific budget recommendations to
the Chancellor.  This year, the EBC received “budget templates” prepared by each of the vice
chancellors, the Schools and the Medical Center.  These templates identified proposed cuts, and
included an explanation of the impact of the reductions.  APB agreed it would review all of the budget
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templates in preparation for formulating its budget recommendations, and would meet again as needed
to conduct budget discussions and to work on a letter to the Chancellor setting out the Committee’s
budget recommendations.  This letter will be provided to the EBC in time for its meeting on June 23,
2003.  APB also agreed that the plan should be distributed to Committee members in September 2003,
when Senate committees begin regularly meeting again.

Planning for Future Practices at Mission Bay Hospital – Jonathan Showstack

Committee member J. Showstack, who is also a member of the Financing and Implementation
Subcommittee of the Long Range Development Plan Amendment Committee, reported to APB on
planning for future practices at the new hospital at Mission Bay.  The goal is to build a flexible, state of
the art hospital.  An architectural firm has been retained to design the building, which will need to be
built in phases.  There is no specific deadline for completing the entire hospital.  The UCSF Medical
Center supports building a 250-bed women’s and children’s hospital at Mission Bay.  Some faculty
strongly support this idea, while other faculty are strongly opposed.  A clinical research building that
will house research space for faculty in clinical departments may be needed, and it may take four to five
years to develop this design.  It was noted that research and hospital facilities may need to be free-
standing units.  The Committee agreed to invite the hospital architects to make a presentation to the
Committee at a future meeting.

Regarding future trends, it is difficult to predict the uses for a hospital ten to 20 years in the future.  The
impact of factors such as the aging population, increased diversity, increased acuity of patient needs and
shorter hospital stays on the “hospital of the future” is unpredictable.  However, it is fairly certain that it
will be important for the hospital of the future to be flexible to accommodate changes or developments
in the following priority areas:  (1) clinical trends; (2) academic or research trends; and (3) policy issues.
Some trends, including the use of the Internet in some clinical research, and separate treatment for in-
patients and out-patients imply that future hospitals may be smaller.  The Committee agreed to consider
these clinical and other issues at future meetings.

Update on Budget and Budget Planning Process - Eric Vermillion, Assistant Vice Chancellor for
Finance

E. Vermillion reported that the Governor’s May 2003 revision to the proposed state budget did not
include any additional cuts for the University of California beyond those earlier proposed.  At UCSF, all
of the vice chancellors, each of the Schools, and the Medical Center (referred to as “control points”)
have provided the EBC with budget reduction proposals that generally aimed for a 10% reduction.  The
10% target was considered a “worst case” scenario.  Since there were no new proposed cuts, next week
each control point will submit revised budget proposals to the EBC.  The revised proposals will have
lower targeted reductions than the initial worst case scenario proposals.  The EBC will then hold its final
meeting for the year on June 23, 2003.  APB will be provided with the initial and revised budget
proposals for review and comment.  On July 13, 2003, the budget recommendations will be presented to
the Chancellor for review and approval.

It was also reported that for the upcoming year, UCSF did not receive any funding for operations and
maintenance for its new buildings at Mission Bay and will be required to fund these costs out of campus
resources until the State is able to fund these costs again at some point in the future.  UCSF will also be
required to fund significant utilities cost increases across the campus from its own resources, which were
previously funded by the State, but were cut at the beginning of the 2002-03 fiscal year.

Update on UC Planning & Budget Committee – Stan Glantz

S. Glantz, APB’s representative to the UC Planning & Budget Committee (UCPB) reported on the
following system-wide issues:
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•  Indirect Cost Recovery.  UCPB and the University Committee on Research Policy have worked
together on the issue of indirect cost recovery.  On many campuses, the administration (at
various levels) has considered this money to be unrestricted discretionary funds.  Most faculty
believe that recovered indirect costs should be returned to them, but these system-wide
committees have taken the position that recovered indirect costs should be used to support the
true indirect costs of research.  If money is left over after meeting the true indirect costs of
research program needs, then it may be permissible to return the balance to the faculty
member(s) or for other uses.  UCSF originating units receive a return of approximately 12% of
indirect costs to cover the true indirect costs borne at that level.

•  California Institutes for Science and Technology (CISI):  CISI is a collaborative research
enterprise among UCSF, UC Berkeley and UC Santa Cruz which focuses on cutting edge
biomedical sciences issues.  UCSF’s portion of this enterprise is the Institute for Quantitative
Biological Research (QB3).  UCPB believes that CISIs are part of the University of California,
with the primary goal to serve the academic mission of the University.  They should be governed
by all University rules and policies of the University, including Senate academic reviews.  UCPB
supports creating a review committee similar to the review committees for comparable units,
which would include members from UC Berkeley and UC Santa Cruz.  Initially, there could be a
three-year review, and later a five-year review.  UCPB also supports a Senate financial review of
CISIs.

The meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m.
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X X Absent X X X

M. Engler X X Absent X X X X X X

D. Gardner X X X X X X X X X

S. Glantz X X X Absent Absent
RSVP’d
Absence

X X X

W. Gold X X X X
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X X X X

H. Goodis X X X X X Absent
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Absence

X
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X X X X
RSVP’d
Absence

X
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S. Janson X X X X X X X X

N. Oppenheimer X X X X X X X X X

R. Price
RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

Absent Absent Absent
RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

J. Showstack X X X X
RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

X X

B. Spaulding
RSVP’d
Absence

RSVP’d
Absence

Absent X X X X X

L. Zegans X X X Absent X X X X
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